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Foreword:
Although I have been a spy for my country – a clandestine operations officer or case
officer for the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) – and am very familiar with blackmail, bribery,
and the assorted perversions that common at all levels of society from the wealthiest elite to the
basest rogues in the gutters and slums – it was not until recently that I have realized that every
aspect of our government, economy, and society is controlled by a Satanic elite using a Deep
State construct to manage all people, all corporations, all property, all land, and even all social
conventions including the legalization of homosexuality and (had Hillary Clinton been elected)
the legalization of bestiality and pedophilia.
The Deep State begins with the Rothschild family and their centuries-old genius in
bribing monarchs and later parliaments and other forms of legislature into allowing them to
literally own and control the central banks of all countries. The Federal Reserve in the USA is
neither federal nor a reserve. It is a “front” for the Rothschild family and their assigns. In
combination with the City of London and Wall Street, the central banks are the means by which
every political-legal, socio-economic, ideo-cultural, techno-demographic, and natural-geographic
condition is controlled Of, By, and For a tiny elite – 1% of 1%.

The Rothschild family is joined by the Black Pope, the Superior General of the Society of
Jesus (the Jesuit order), and other elements of the Vatican (the Catholic Church) often far beyond
the control of the White Pope, the nominal head of the Catholic Church. In the case of the
Jesuits, their power has come from being the confessors and counselors to monarchs and
mandarins for centuries, in one of the most complex sustained clandestine operations of global
scope ever achieved, and from their control of trade in drugs and gold alongside the East India
Company and its now infamous Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank controlled by the Rothschilds.
The Freemasons and the Knights of Malta are among the two most important secret
societies that serve as transnational – which is to say, without national allegiance of any kind –
consiglieri and “fixers” able to achieve any desired outcome at any level of any organization.
Using a mix of bribery and blackmail, the elite control every government, generally by
sustaining a “two-party tyranny” that blocks seventy percent of the eligible voters – and
candidates from small parties or candidates who wish to be independent – from ballot access.
The politicians, together with senior bureaucrats hand-picked to be Freemason or Knights of
Malta or merely hired hands, and most particularly, senior executives of the secret intelligence
services able to spy on and then blackmail politicians, judges, and celebrities, comprise “the best
of the servant class” in this construct. Mind control, begun and used in the 1950’s and far
advanced today, is the special purview of the secret intelligence services.
Pedophilia is generally understood to be about the rape of children by adults – children as
young as two to four years old. Many children abused by pedophiles have been kidnapped and
sold into slavery, and many have also been bred – from birth to sale – for pedophilia.
In the USA, although the Catholic Church and it pedophile priests – roughly ten percent
of the total priestly population – have been known to a major enabler and cover-up of pedophilia
– pedophilia is in fact very widespread across all demographic and religious groups, but
generally trending at the elite level where it is considered a “privilege” of elite status, one that
can be enjoyed with impunity as long the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and 18,000
individual law enforcement jurisdictions continue to dishonor all of us by ignoring this scourge.
One law enforcement organization, the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department – with
arguably the highest percentage of elite pedophiles in the county within its jurisdiction – actually
has a pedophilia symbol on its badge.
Pizzagate and Pedogate, rooted in the discovery by a Romanian taxi driver of many
emails to and from John Podesta that contain clear references to pedophilia in all its forms –
from art to swimming parties with children by name as “special guests” – helped expose
pedophilia to a much broader audience of Internet-savvy citizens. It’s impact on public
consciousness has been far greater than the Boy’s Town scandal in Nebraska documented in
Nick Bryant’s book The Franklin Scandal: A Story of Powerbrokers, Child Abuse & Betrayal
(Trine Day, 2012), or the Boston Catholic Church scandal covered by the movie “Spotlight.”

While somewhat reminiscent of the White House and Congressional pedophilia scandals
centered on Speaker of the House Dennis Hastert (R-IL-14), for the first time the public began to
realize that pedophilia is pervasive across both the Republican and the Democratic political
leadership.
The arrest and conviction of Jeffrey Epstein, a Mossad agent and fake billionaire whose
assignment has been to lure as many US politicians, judges, and celebrities as possible to his
“Lolita Island” in the Caribbean (or “no name” hotels in Washington, DC and New York City)
so as to get them on video tape doing terrible things to children of both sexes, was a major but
largely covered up window into how pedophilia pervades every aspect of Wall Street as well as
Washington and Hollywood.
Now here is what is not yet being properly covered:
First, that close to one million children a year go missing across the USA every year.
Second, that beyond pedophilia lie Satanic murder rituals in which children who have
been kidnapped or bought into slavery or exported from Haiti by the Clinton Foundation and its
surrogates and others, are tortured and murdered with impunity.
Third, that the drinking of adrenalized child’s blood – blood is adrenalized when the
victim is tortured and terrified before death – think of the Chinse boiling dogs alive to adrenalize
the blood and “improve” the flavor of the meat – is the ultimate pedophile “high.” Silicon
Valley’s Peter Thiel is on record as receiving transfusions of children’s blood. This is legal – and
a stark confirmation of what the elite have known for centuries.
A final form of child exploitation appears to be rooted in the secret US Government
programs substituting children for chimpanzees and black people as subjects for medical
experimentation and long-range space missions – disposable children!
How we treat children, in my view, defines us as a society. I am gravely concerned by the
decades long endeavor of the elite to dumb-down and fatten-up the population, weaponizing food
and medicine to produce millions of people who are less able to think critically, less able to
move with agility, and less able to be effective citizens in what should be, but is not, a
democracy.
Around the world pedophilia is a scourge. The United Kingdom stands out as the worst of
the Western countries, where members of the Royal Family and Parliamentary leaders including
a former Prime Minister are clearly deeply immersed in both sodomizing children as well as
murdering them and drinking their blood. Many other countries, such as Saudi Arabia, treat
children as commodities that can be abused and traded and murdered with impunity.

I find it particularly troubling that the annual report on human trafficking by the US
Department of State is so mediocre, lacking in substantive data and being more of a comic book
narrative than a serious report. Indeed, it can be said that not only is the USA among the worst in
terms of practice, it is also – along with the UK – the top funder of human trafficking and trade
in body parts and bone marrow transplants and other forms of mutilating and exploiting the soon
to be dead bodies of children. Separately, the enslavement of children, women, and men –
generally of color – is thriving.
There are a number of published books on pedophilia and the author is to be commended
for not only have extraordinary linked endnotes – the mark of both a responsible academic and a
serious investigative journalist – but he has also compiled a bibliography of major works
spanning the range from child abuse to slavery to sexual torture to Satanic ritual murder to the
use of children’s blood, body parts, and bone marrow as anti-aging tonics for the elite who can
kill others with impunity that they might be refreshed.
This is the real world. It is time we all understood that this is the real world. Public
understanding of the scourge of pedophilia in all its forms is a useful starting point for restoring
dignity, integrity, and justice to our various governments and institutions. The Deep State – from
central banks to pedophilia networks – must be put to death.
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